
Grow Your 
Own Harvest

Recipe Ideas



Lemon Balm

If you received lemon balm in one of our Free For All events, you may be wondering how it 
can be used.  In addition to smelling gorgeous and producing flowers that are enjoyed by 
pollinating insects, it’s edible and makes some great treats.

Drinks first:

Lemon balm can make a great tea, served hot or cold. Simply chop up the fresh leaves, 
add to your cup/pitcher and pour over boiling water. Leave to infuse for 10 minutes and 
drink at desired temperature.  If drinking cold you may also want to add fresh mint and/
or slices of lemon. Rosemary would also make a delicious, earthy addition. Another cold 
drink option would be to add together desired ingredients and pour over sparkling water. A 
bit of honey or even crushed strawberries would add some nice sweetness. 

On to baking:

In baking, lemon balm could also be added to any of your favourite lemon based recipes 
such as bundt cake or tea cookies. Simply chop approximately two tablespoons of balm 
and add with lemon zest to the sugar, rub these together to release and distribute the oils 
and follow the remainder of the recipe as written. 

It is important to remember that if you are pregnant or have a health condition you should 
consult your doctor before consuming certain herbs.   

French Beans

French beans – also called string beans or green beans- can be a simple and delicious 
side dish or can be dressed up into a fantastic harvest dish with just a few additional 
ingredients, which you may even find in your garden.  

The trick is a quick blanch in boiling water (1-2 minutes and remember that the fresher 
and younger the bean the less time it needs to boil) before quickly plunging the beans in 
very cold (ideally iced) water. This gives them a quick cook while also preserving the col-
our and flavour. If you wish, once dry you can spread them on a baking tray and freeze for 
future use. If using right away, set the dry beans aside to sautee a small red onion or 2-3 
shallots, in a healthy dollop of butter. Once this is translucent, add in your beans and cook 
for 2-3 minutes. Stir regularly to ensure nothing burns and the flavours are well mixed. Fi-
nally, add in some herbs. I prefer thyme but basil, parsley or chives could also work here. 
Cook for one final minute, add in salt and/or pepper if you wish, and you’re all set.

Many other flavour combinations go wonderfully with these fresh beans. A fat such as 
butter or olive oil is generally advised but these are fully interchangeable for a vegan/other 
audience. These both go great with lemon, garlic, herbs, parmesan, or any combination. 
Get creative and find out what you enjoy the best. 



Chives

Chives are a fantastic, versatile herb which go equally well eaten fresh or cooked. I often 
use them in place of spring onions as I find their flavour more mild. Some ideas to try to 
use up your chives:

• Chop (or cut – kitchen scissors are great here) a couple of tablespoons and add to 
your favourite cheese scone recipe
• Add to taste to fish cakes – which is also an excellent use for your potatoes which 
you will be harvesting around now
• Cooked into or topped onto your scrambled eggs 
• Instead of basil, try a chive and parsley pesto 

If you have more chives than you need but you’re keen to be able to use them through the 
winter, you can chop and freeze them into ice cubes to add soups etc through the winter.  
If you (like me) forget to do this, your chives will produce beautiful purple flowers which 
are loved by the bees. These flowering stalks don’t have much flavour so just leave them. 
Your plant can easily take a heavy haircut if it has gone too much to flower, and will happi-
ly return. The chives below were chopped and moved to a pot just a few days ago and you 
can see that they are already starting to regrow.

Remember the plant is perennial (which means the foliage will die back in winter and 
return in spring) so don’t be concerned when it disappears, you will see it again soon 
enough. 

Lettuce

You probably won’t need much advice with respect to how to use your lettuce. You will 
likely have noticed by now that the cut and come again lettuces are softer than the full 
heads that you would normally purchase. That is because the leaves are young and 
haven’t had time to toughen up. This means, if you like a good bit of crunch in your salad 
or sandwich, these greens are great to mix with other salad leaves such as romaine. The 
benefit of these baby leaves is the enhanced flavour you get, and their quick growing na-
ture means you may be able to harvest again in as little as two weeks. Each plant should 
give you two or three harvests so if you are keen to extend your lettuce growing season try 
sowing your own seeds in a pot on a sunny windowsill to keep yourself in greens through 
the winter. 

Next year try adding in spinach, kale and mustard greens in with your standard lettuces. 
Together they make a fantastic flavour combination that’s absolutely packed with vitamins 
and minerals. 


